
1MORE Triple-Driver LTNG In-Ear 
Headphone

Lightning Digital Audio Technology presents 

High-definition listening experience

Triple-Driver with dual armatures and single 

moving allows great details

Japan Audio Society Hi-Res Audio certified

Tuned by Grammy Award Winning Sound 

Engineer – Luca Bignardi

Listening Clarity ·Born 
For You



Using Lightning connector, built in HD digital decoder chip, only 

coded transmission and conversion performed during the 

process of digital audio transmission, no sign of loss for audio 

signal; Compared with traditional analog technology, lower 

distortion, wide frequency response, good dynamic, high signal 

to noise ratio, which is able to deliver better Hi-Fi effect. At the 

same time, digital audio technology is more convenient when it 

comes to storing, editing and transmission.

Portable Hi-Fi High-Definition 
Listening Experience
Lightning connector Digital Audio Technology 
with uninterrupted transmission



Lightning Connector 3.5 mm Standard Connector

Connector
Digitalized Lightning Connector 3.5mm CTIA Global Standard Connector

Audio Source
Digital High-Fidelity Music Analog signals, with transmission 

losses and background noise 
impact

Decoder
Independent DAC decoder chip —

Decoding rate 24 bit 16 bit

Output Signal
48 kHz Digital Audio Signal ≤ 44 kHz Analog Audio Signal

Sound Quality
Hi-Fi —

FIG Sound Performance



Grammy Award Winning Master 
Tuning

4 times Grammy Award Winning Sound Master 

Luca Bignardi special tuning, with professional 

masterpiece quality. Let the ears feel the passion 

from Southern Europe!



Triple-Driver collaborative 
driving force

Presents richer sound with full details

Moving Coil

“Single-Driver moving coil + Dual armatures” So that the high-

frequency range extends reach 40 kHz, richer and lucidity details. 

Natural convergence and high-definition resolution of detail, richer, 

complete sound performance.

Armature



Hi-Res Audio certified Ultra HD Resolution

Metal Composite 
Diaphragm Moving Coil

Dual-Driver 
Armatures

Headphone is certified by Japan Audio Society with Hi-Res Audio. When listening to Super CD quality music can be more 

complete and precise analytical and restore music, bringing more natural, lifelike listening experience.



High-strength Silicone Case
Ensure durability on armatures

In order to strengthen the protection of armatures, the unit-level external wrapped in durable silicone case, shock 

absorption can effectively avoid the adverse effects of the impact caused by armatures to make it more solid and 

durable.

Dual Armatures

Silicone Case



The metal composite diaphragm uses a patented "sandwich" design: bringing more extended treble detail, while 

ensuring a strong and powerful full-bodied midrange and bass. This makes the headphones tri-band tends to be 

more balanced, as well as upgrading the resolution to a new level.

Patented Metal Composite Structure Diaphragm
Tri-band equalizer with new resolving power

PET Material

Aerospace Metal
PET Material



Simplified Digital Control
Humanized five-dimensional navigation key

Get rid of complicated control, follow user habits, we replaced the common three buttons headphone wire 

with a streamlined core key, and make it have the same comprehensive control functions: volume addition 

and subtraction (up / down), music selections ( left / right), call (center long press). Key damping feel just right, 

more suitable for finger touch, and the number of science and technology makes control more accurate, even 

though the "blind touch" is not easy to mispress.



Unilateral call without holding the 
microphone
Stable connection with clear quality

Call microphone close to the mouth without holding, but also bring clear 

calls without interference murmur.

Microphone



Majestic Demeanor
Metal polish luxurious texture

Headphone is made of precision aluminum body, use fine 
sand surface, high light the drilling, drawing, CD profiling 
carving process, golden sunset and deep-sky gray two color, 
texture are presented from the viewpoint of feel luxurious 
and noble king of the air .

Gold 
Speaker 

Net

Highlighted Drilling

Semi 
Transparent 

Silicone Ear-tip



Precision Ergonomic Design
Comfortable wearing with ease of burden

Follow precise ergonomic design; two different bevel 
design, make it a natural fit ear canal, comfortable to 
wear and easy to fall, enjoy music more freely.





Brocade Braided Wire

Strong Tensile Kevlar Fiber

Newly Upgraded Strong Tensile Wire
Stylish and durable design

The newly upgraded headphones wire, the main line using the "brocade pattern" braided wire, 

inspired by the traditional interleaved modern weaving; internal wires are wrapped with Kevlar fiber 

tension. Kevlar body armor from raw materials, with high toughness, tear resistance, tensile strength 

more, which can effectively extend the life of headphone cable. Near the end ear wire coating material 

in soft TPE material when in contact with the skin feel smooth; at the same time it can reduce the 

clothes scraping efforts to effectively reduce the "stethoscope effect" caused by friction sound.



Meticulous Intentions
From the headset to the packaging, to feel the texture 

and taste

Vintage 
Book Case

Complimentary 8 
sets of ear-tip



More than 700 various types of Reliability Test
Higher than the industry standard

Key 
Stroke 

Life

Salt 
Spray 
Test

Phone 
Compatibili

ty

Thermal 
Shock

Speaker 
Life

Drum 
Strength

Wearing 
Comfort

Wire Hoist

Vibration 
Strength

Sound 
Experien
ce Survey

High 
Temperatur
e Strength

High 
Voltage 

Test

High and 
low 

temperatur
e work

Reliability of 
Raw 

Materials

Environment
al Test

Anti-UV 
Intensity



1MORE 三单元圈铁耳机

规格参数

佩戴方式：入耳式

产品颜色：金色

喇叭阻抗：32 Ω

耳机灵敏度：99 dB

频率范围：20-40,000 Hz

额定功率：5 mW

产品重量：18 g

连接线长：1.25 m

插头类型：3.5mm

线控功能：有

线材材质：漆包铜线

执行标准：GB/T 14471-2013

型号：1MEFE0002

1MORE Triple-Driver In-Ear Headphones

Specifications

Type: In-Ear

Color: Gold

Impedance: 32 Ω

Sensitivity: 99 dB

Frequency Range: 20-40,000 Hz

Rated Power: 5 mW

Weight: 18 g

Length: 1.25 m

Plug: 3.5 mm 

In-line Remote Control: Included

Wire Material: Enameled Copper Wire 

Executive Standard: GB/T 14471-2013

Model: 1MEFE0002


